
The Shifting Sands skeleton 

Act I (1257 A.D.) 
 

Part 1 
 

Title card: Month, 1257. Azarshah, Persia. 
 
Firuz awakens in his house and joins his family in the kitchen. He eats a small breakfast and discusses his royal 
summon. 
 
Firuz’s city of Azarshah is open to exploration. Destination is throne room in palace. 
 
In the throne room, King Mehrdad tasks Firuz with going to Town4, stealing plans for an engine, then killing 
the inventor. Firuz protests and Mehrdad assigns Firuz a supervisor, Captain Dilshed, to make sure he 
completes this task. 
 
Firuz returns to his house and says goodbye to his family. He meets Dilshed outside the city gates. They depart. 
 
Part 2 
 
The two-man party goes through the corridor outside Azarshah and through a shortcut tunnel to Town1. There 
they meet a nomadic rogue named Paris. He joins the party for mutual protection and they set out. 
 
In Town2, an embittered citizen attempts to kill Dilshed. The attempt is thwarted and the assassin’s life is 
spared to prevent an incident. The assassin cites Mehrdad’s belligerence as drive for the killing attempt. 
 
In Town3, clerk at caravanserai tells Firuz about Mehrdad’s ruthlessness. Firuz now doubts his role in 
Azarshah. 
 
At a junction between Town3 and Town4, Paris leaves. Party goes through another tunnel, which collapses as 
they run for the exit. They rest at a spring then continue northwest to Town4. 
 
Firuz tries to discuss his doubts with Dilshed, but Dilshed is only a lapdog of Mehrdad’s policy and considers 
his king a saint. Firuz wonders to himself when did it all start? 
 
Flashback shows Mehrdad’s parents taking their firstborn to the priest, who says that the child must be raised by 
a non-royal couple, oblivious to his identity. The parents’ questions are met with vague non-answers. 
 
The party reaches Town4. Firuz goes into the house of the inventor, Jamshad, while Dilshed stands guard. Firuz 
cannot bring himself to kill Jamshad. Dilshed comes inside and kills him instead. The two then flee Town4. 
Jamshad’s nephew, Eskandar, kneels by Jamshad’s side as he dies. 
 
Part 3 
 
The party returns to the throne room in Azarshah. Dilshed begins to take Firuz to the dungeon, but the latter 
breaks free and dispenses with all the guards. Mehrdad fights Firuz, and drives him down to the dungeon. 
Mehrdad knocks Firuz unconscious and leaves to meet the Mongols. 
 
Firuz awakens and frees his friend, Lieutenant Commander Dara. They climb up the city walls. Firuz says he 
wants to rescue his family, but Dara tells him there’s not enough time. They leave as Firuz promises to return. 

Act II (1257, 1258 A.D) 
  

Part 1 
 



The new two-man party decides to go to Baghdad, the last major source of resistance in the Middle East. They 
surmise Mehrdad must be going there too to build an army against the Mongols.  
 
When they talk to someone in Town3, however, they find that Mehrdad is going to meet Khülegü Khan in 
Tabriz. Since this buys them some time, they decide to go to Town4 to find a counter-technology to the engine 
plans Mehrdad stole. 
 
Playable flashback shows Mehrdad as a young boy exploring Azarshah with his entourage. Mehrdad shows 
tendencies toward violence. A guard tells Mehrdad about Azarshahan isolation. 
 
Party meets Eskandar at an oasis. Neither Eskandar nor Firuz recognizes the other. After Firuz says he regrets 
not being able to stop Jamshad’s death, Eskandar plots revenge against Firuz. He joins the party. 
 
That night, in the camp, Firuz offers words of encouragement to Eskandar, oblivious to the boy’s true feelings. 
They continue on in the morning. 
 
Meanwhile, a messenger informs Mehrdad of Firuz’s escape. Mehrdad kills the security chief. 
 
Party makes a detour to Town5 to acquire camels. They have little money and the dealer does not accept barter. 
They set out to find wild camels and rescue an Iraqi professor named Ahmad Abd-al-Latif. He joins the party 
and the party is joined by Paris on the way back. 
 
When the party is about to enter a narrow corridor to reach Town4, the shifting sands of Zagros block the way. 
They must ride around to reach their destination. When the party rests they are ambushed by Mehrdad. 
 
While fighting, Mehrdad informs Firuz that his family is dead. Dara forces Mehrdad to leave, and afterward 
Ahmad expresses his sympathy to Firuz. Eskandar decides to kill Firuz on the next night. 
 
When that night comes, Paris learns of Eskandar’s plot and tries to dissuade him. Eskandar decides to go to 
Town4 to think things over and await the party’s arrival. 
 
In the morning, Mehrdad and his soldiers ride past the camp on their way to Town4. Paris presents the others 
with horses a friend gave him. When he says that Eskandar is in Town4, they abandon the camp and give chase. 
 
When the party reaches Town4 Mehrdad’s forces are already looting it. The party fights the invaders but loses. 
Mehrdad is about to kill Firuz when the Ilkhanate’s second-in-command stops him. She leaves after the others. 
 
Eskandar had learned from Mehrdad that Firuz didn’t kill Jamshad. Eskandar then promises to kill Mehrdad, 
and Paris scolds him. The party decides to go north to Kermanshah, then to continue west to Baghdad. 
 
In an optional flashback, Jamshad plays his newly-invented music box for a very young Eskandar. Jamshad tells 
him that helping others is its own reward. 
 
Back at the campsite Firuz finds that he can’t bear everything that’s happened to him; Dara tells him that it’s not 
necessary, because that’s what friends are for. With Dara’s help, Firuz agrees to lean on his friends. Meanwhile, 
inside the tent, Eskandar tells the others that both his parents were already dead. The party stays the night. 
 
Party enters a cave where player must solve a puzzle. Party continues to Kermanshah. 
 
The party faces a boss. Once in Kermanshah, party is invited to a reading of “The Rescue of Gemeg.” 
 
After the reading, a Mongol walks down the street and kills two random civilians to test loyalty. 
 
The next morning, party must sneak out the back of the caravanserai and leave Kermanshah undetected. They 
follow the Silk Road up into the Zagros Mountains. 
 
Part 2 



 
High in the Zagros, the party must veer off the road and seek shelter in a nearby cave. On the way there, they try 
to figure out why Mehrdad would ally himself with the Mongols. They reach the cave and set up camp. 
 
Flashback shows battle. An invading Khwarezmiyya named Fereydoun orders his men to castrate Aryaburzin 
and Mehrdad, still a boy. The Ilkhanate enters Azarshah and slaughters Fereydoun and his men. Ögedei Khan 
tells Aryaburzin to pay an annual tribute and leaves. Mehrdad vows to break free of this subordination. 
 
An avalanche buries the party in the cave. Paris finds that the cave is really a tunnel. It leads to the surface on 
the border. A boss is waiting for them. They stop at Town7 for food and rest.  The night when they prepare for 
bed, they see many lights in the distance and commit to leaving first thing in the morning. They retire. 
 
Flashback shows meeting between Mehrdad and Khülegü Khan. Mehrdad asks Khan to help him build a 
helepolis and make Mehrdad governor of Baghdad in exchange for help and information. Khan agrees. 
 
While riding west, Firuz reflects on his fear and self-doubt, and resolves to not let them hinder him. 
 
While riding, the party discusses the Azarshah-Mongol alliance. They hypothesize that eventually the two 
forces will fight each other, possibly with Baghdad caught in the crosshairs. 
 
They meet Mehrdad’s final boss in the desert. The only way to defeat him is to let him tire himself out fighting. 
 
Ahmad tells the others that the only way for Baghdad to survive is through passive resistance. Eskandar asks 
what will happen if Baghdad falls and the others tell him that it would spell the end of a civilization. 
 
Party comes to a refugee camp near the Tigris. They buy wares and stay the night. 
 
Meanwhile, General Siavush protests Mehrdad’s ruthlessness and bloodshed. Mehrdad tells of his plan to hold 
Khan hostage, then kill him. Siavush protests this as well and Mehrdad threatens to kill him unless he obeys. 
That night, Siavush secretly leaves with a few men on horseback. 
 
Paris leaves party. Party gets to Tigris around sunset and camps one final time outside the city gates. Firuz once 
again reflects on his fear, then goes to sleep. 
 
Mehrdad hears his parents discuss the prophecy, and the firstborn. Mehrdad refuses to let his succession be 
taken away, and kills his parents. He deeply regrets this and suspects that his brother knows about the murder. 
 
Part 3 
 
Once inside, Dara goes to the palace to request an audience with the Caliph. Party explores for awhile. 
 
Dara returns and party goes into palace. 
 
The Caliph does not believe Baghdad is in danger. Ahmad tells the Caliph of his experience in Poland. 
 
During a flashback, Ahmad tells of a city nearby that was razed to the ground. 
 
Party once again asks Caliph to surrender. A messenger comes in and says that Khan demands unconditional 
surrender. Caliph responds with an empty threat and ejects party from palace. 
 
After sundown, party eats in restaurant. They suggest three courses of action. The first is asking Khan to kill 
Caliph only and spare Baghdad. The second is to visit the garrison and help them prepare for battle. The third is 
to assassinate Khan. The following branch follows the three options. 
 

1- Party exits Baghdad at night and meets Khülegü, who scorns the party’s desire to overthrow Caliph 
through Khan. Eskandar sees Mehrdad and takes out a knife to kill him. Either Paris or Dara stops 
him and Khan takes away Eskandar’s knife (and possibly shield), then kicks the party out. After 



Dara scolds Eskandar they return to Baghdad. In the same restaurant as before, they think about what 
to do next. Continue to Part 4. 

2- Firuz and Dara go to meet the Chief Minister, Waziir, who turns out to be a drunk. Waziir tells them 
that he has reduced the size and strength of Baghdad’s army. The two eventually give up and leave. 
In the same restaurant as before, they think about what to do next. Continue to Part 4. 

3- Party climbs up onto the outer wall as Baghdad’s garrison scrambles to meet their force. Dara draws 
an arrow and aims for Khan. It will invariably miss. They resolve to fight, even though they can’t 
win. Continue to Part 5. 

 
Part 4 
 
While exploring Baghdad, party has option of meeting Mikhail, a Georgian spy. He joins the party. As the sun 
sinks, the siege alarm goes off. They resolve to fight, even though they can’t win. 
 
Part 5 
 
Party advances to front of formation to lead forces, but they retreat. Party then falls back. They see Khan lock 
up the Caliph after deriding him for his greed. 
 
Party is captured and brought to Khan. 
 
Mehrdad is angry at Khan for the destruction of the city. Mehrdad delivers a veiled threat, citing his superior 
firepower in the helepoles. Khan dismisses the threat and orders his soldiers to destroy the helepoles, a task they 
complete quickly and effortlessly because of a secret built-in feature. 
 
Mehrdad is overcome with rage and asks Firuz to join him, calling Firuz his brother. Khan is about to kill 
Mehrdad when a rocket slams into the ground in front of Khan and throws up dust. 
 
Paris rides three horses into the dust cloud and picks up the entire party, plus Mehrdad. They then make a daring 
escape. 
 
Firuz looks around and sees the enormity being committed all around him. 
 
Outside the city, Firuz closes his eyes tight and shudders. 
 

Act III (1265 A.D.) 
 
Part 1 
 
Title card: Seven Years Later 
 
Eskandar buys a weapon and buries it behind his hut. An old passer-by stops in front of Eskandar’s house and 
his passenger Paris steps out of the carriage. 
 
Paris asks Eskandar to join Firuz once again. Eskandar refuses and goes into his hut. 
 
Paris walks around the town and learns of Eskandar’s obsession with disposing of weapons. Paris returns to 
Eskandar’s hut and goes in. 
 
Paris aggressively convinces Eskandar that the only options are to fight, or to be killed. Eskandar begrudgingly 
agrees to help. 
 
They walk out of the hut to see that the passer-by has left. They buy a horse and leave. 
 
That night Dara breaks into the prison in Prisontown. 
 
He rescues Mehrdad and they steal away. 



 
The next day Eskandar asks Paris why they should fight for Azarshah after trying so hard to not fight for 
Baghdad. Paris tells him that Khan’s goal is to destroy Azarshah. Therefore defense is the only option. 
Meanwhile the guards at Prisontown find Mehrdad’s cell empty. A search party is dispatched. 
 
Far away, Mehrdad wakes up tied to a tree. Dara is more obstinate and Mehrdad agrees to help Firuz also. 
 
Mehrdad tells about his wife, Ziba, who cheated on him, and remained unimpressed by his display of power. 
 
Mehrdad continues and explains his justification for his actions. 
 
Dara, Mehrdad, Paris, and Eskandar are reunited. Paris presents Dara with Lithium to help manage Mehrdad’s 
Intermittent Explosive Disorder. Eskandar is resentfully hospitable to Mehrdad, and says he is only kind for 
Jamshad’s sake. They continue south as a group of four. 
 
In Kermanshah, Mehrdad has a nightmare in which he relives killing Firuz’s family. The others tell him that 
overcoming his disorder is a journey without end, but progress itself is a worthy venture. 
 
Prisontown soldiers swarm Kermanshah and search for Mehrdad. Paris poses as the owner of the caravanserai 
and distracts the Prisontown Captain, PCaptain. 
 
Meanwhile, around back, Mehrdad pretends to be cargo and Eskandar and Dara load him onto a horse. They tell 
a civilian that Mehrdad is actually being taken to Tehran. 
 
Paris’ ruse is exposed and he must fight off the soldiers. The others join him and eventually the civilian from 
before reveals the false decoy. The soldiers leave for Tehran. The civilians then boo the party out of 
Kermanshah. 
 
As they are riding away from Kermanshah, Mehrdad conveys his guilt for his many crimes and Dara figures out 
what to say to Firuz upon meeting him in TownE. 
 
A man in a town along the way mentions the Salamander. 
 
Part 2 
 
They reach TownE. Dara sees Firuz and tries to help Firuz face and conquer his problems. Firuz refuses his 
help, however. Dara steps outside. 
 
The Prisontown soldiers are outside, having discovered the party’s trick. Dara is nearly killed, but Firuz saves 
his life. The soldiers are summarily slain. 
 
It is then that Firuz decides to better what little of the world he can. The party is introduced to Salamander, 
a.k.a. General Siavush. 
 
The party plots a course to Town1 and leaves TownE. Paris leaves the party yet again and Siavush tells the 
others how he and a few men took over Azarshah and further strengthened its defenses. 
 
They meet Mikhail is Town2. He rejoins the party. They continue south to Town1. 
 
In her tent, Commander Nergüi plans to warn Firuz that Khülegü’s brother Qaragan has conquered Azarshah. 
She dons a disguise and tells Eskandar in the Town1 caravanserai. After Paris rejoins the party, they decide to 
heed Nergüi’s admonition and go into a secret tunnel between Town1 and Azarshah. 
 
A full Prisontown army comes into Town1, preparing to invade Azarshah. Paris leaves the room to acquire 
Prisontown uniforms. 
 



Paris brings back uniforms and they all leave Town1 except Siavush, who stalls PCaptain and says that 
Mehrdad is fleeing to Azarshah. Prisontown soldiers ride out. Siavush follows them, then goes into cave. 
 
Player solves puzzle. Party descends into tunnel. 
 
Part 3 
 
Party enters underground chamber holding all the people and livestock of Azarshah. 
 
Party sees colonel who explains Azarshahan forces retreated when Mongols approached. Firuz tells colonel that 
he must be strong, for the future of Azarshah depends on it. Firuz tells Siavush to put the soldiers in the city 
walls and asks how to get into the city. 
 
Siavush brings them over to the final puzzle. They enter the city. 
 
Party walks to palace when they are ambushed by Mongols. Qaragan proposes a duel. Firuz says that he’ll 
return. The party has a private meeting. 
 
Firuz decides to face Qaragan. They return to the front of the palace. 
 
Qaragan explains to the party that he wants Azarshah as his own personal fortress, and that he wants Firuz dead 
for evading Khülegü until the latter’s death. 
 
One member of party must fight off Qaragan’s guards, then Qaragan himself. 
 
Firuz bests Qaragan, but refuses to kill him. Firuz tells Qaragan to return to Qaraqorum. 
 
There are three endings, depending on a variety of factors. 
 

1- Good ending: The Mongols leave and Nergüi stays. Nergüi and Firuz marry, and Parisa feels 
comfortable enough to abandon her manly disguise and pseudonym. In Qaraqorum, Kublai Khan 
strikes Qaragan’s name from history and makes Abaqa the new Ilkhan. Firuz chooses to dismantle 
Azarshah and live elsewhere. In a short epilogue, an older Eskandar makes an improved version of 
Jamshad’s music box and uses it to lull his daughter to sleep. The credits roll. 

2- Middle ending: Qaragan cuts off Firuz’s right arm and is killed. Arrows shower the Mongols and 
they retreat, save Nergüi. Firuz is nursed back to health. Firuz and Nergüi marry, and Parisa feels 
comfortable enough to abandon her manly disguise and pseudonym. Firuz chooses to dismantle 
Azarshah and live elsewhere. In a short final scene, an older Eskandar makes an improved version of 
Jamshad’s music box and uses it to lull his daughter to sleep. After the credits, an epilogue shows 
Kublai Khan, who strikes Qaragan’s name from history and makes Abaqa the new Ilkhan, and tells 
Abaqa to hunt down Firuz and kill him. 

3- Bad Ending- Qaragan beheads Firuz from behind and arrows shower Mongols. A couple of them set 
fire to the buildings, and a far shot shows smoke billowing from Azarshah while a few arrows fly 
over the walls. The narrator parts with a few words of wisdom, and the credits roll. 

 
 
That’s all, folks! 
 


